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Dear Pastor Melanie and Teams,  

Thank you so much for hosting me at your church for our site visit. The people 
connections were awesome. I hope you felt we accomplished your goals of helping 
people see what we have been doing since we started working together, and 
understanding more about what worship development will look like in your church.  

We’re working together to help Nardin Park fulfill the calling of the church to make 
new disciples of Jesus Christ for the transformation of the world. The most powerful 
way to do that is to wrap growth around worship. Disciples gather to worship. New 
disciples must become part of that. How do we help new people fit in to your 
environment so that they too can become disciples who make more disciples?  

The process of worship development starts with understanding the mission field. 
There are unique things about any context that we must take into consideration to be 
able to communicate with them. There are also general truths: One, new people have 
to have a good first impression of you if they are going to engage, and Two, their 
growth as disciples depends on their engagement.  

We’ve been working for a while to understand your context. We have done 
demographic studies for knowledge and we have spent time in the “neighborhood” 
to grow hearts for those who are distant from the church and God. All comments that 
follow in this document are based on what we have understood the emerging 
mission field to be telling us about who they are.  

As you read the suggestions and insights in the following pages, remember that they 
are not all set in stone. I am an outsider, which is my strength and my weakness. Our 
process revolves around discernment, and me helping you find the right solution for 
your specific context. I have given you my critique based on your mission field and 
trends. But there is always more than one way of doing things.  

I am excited to walk the road with you toward implementation over the next year-plus. 
You have incredible talent there and Pastor Melanie is topnotch. You are a gifted 
congregation. God is at work there.  I’m grateful.   

Blessings, Cathy Townley 
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I. THE MISSION FIELD AND WHAT THEY ARE TELLING US 
Younger, busier, more modern, more influential, possibly wealthier —  

than the majority of those already connected at Nardin Park. 
  
We studied demographics and lifestyle segments that comprise your area and we have spent 
time in the mission field to consider who your church can realistically reach. Highlights include:  

• Einsteins Bagels. An older crowd, culturally diverse with some blue collar and also 
probably white collar that reject Starbucks brand, art and decor is “cutesy.”  

• Starbucks. A younger crowd, digital, stylish, polished, art and decor is “earthy.” 
• Ideal Bite. Like Starbucks. 
• Krogers. More like Einstein Bagels, but includes stylishness and very high quality looking 

produce and other products. Still has blue collar feel.  
• The town of Farmington / Farmington Hills. I admit I am still not certain which might be 

which or which is larger. But you have a downtown in one of those places that is more of a 
match to Starbucks and Ideal Bite than to Einstein Bagels and Krogers.  Family, active, artsy, 
quaint, quality, homey, busy, upscale.  

• Artistic, creative, intergenerational and family, successful, busy, earthy, natural (not 
plastic), quality. The mission field that shows up as a match to your emerging population at 
Nardin Park seems to match the Starbucks and Ideal Bite crowd. There is an economic 
connection to observe. Racial and ethnic diversity will emerge through that.  

• Hands on, serving, caring. The younger population is interested in equality for persons 
that may have special needs and in doing hands on serving. I observed that also from 
talking with Tim the architect in charge of the building renovations. Work in the mission field 
should reveal more focus on signature ministries and inclusiveness at Nardin Park.  

• Focus. You can only have one or two or at the very most, three signature ministries at your 
size. You do not decide those, you discern them like you discern a mission field. Further 
conversation to determine if you are matching the mission field and how to make signature 
ministries visible as part of church life. New people that match your demographic will 
participate alongside you in various ministries. Authentic caring is an attitude I observed in 
your church and probably in the emerging mission field.  

• Lifestyle issues. Still working on understanding the depth of the emerging population and 
what they care most about. These items drive preaching and organization. We need certain 
systems in place to support worship service development. How they are run will impact 
engagement. There are more modern approaches to team development that will match 
how people experience organization in their daily lives, including work, school and sports.  
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II. SUNDAY MORNING FIRST IMPRESSIONS 
New people decide in10 minutes if they’re coming back, based on Acts of Welcoming, Kids, 
Music and the Building. Modern and high quality are important for your specific mission field.  

Before they come on site, most new people will access your website or online worship.  

• Online worship is coming, correct?  
• Your website has good photos, is clear, clean, neat, and useful. I wonder about the “look,” or 

a feel of a “brand.” You may need to modernize it as you modernize your space.  

On the next page are observations about first impressions (other than the building). As 
you read those comments, remember that:   

• You need personnel to recruit volunteers, train and develop leaders and grow a ministry 
area. See job descriptions page for more detail on who does what.  

• In most growing churches, participants in any ministry area that serves public worship serve 
for the entire Sunday morning (other than the musicians for different worship styles). Then 
not again for at least two weeks. Keep rotations simple.   

• Those serving an entire Sunday morning will not be able to participate fully in worship 
(unless they’re musicians). Online worship facilitates recruiting.  

Building updates.  

• You have amazing space, although you already know it is dated. Building updates leader 
Tim is creative, experienced, skillful and stylish. He has a heart for the mission field and 
equality. His counsel is valuable. He may not agree with every suggestion below:  
- plaques and memorials. Relocating and dedicating space for them.  
- the primary entry near the worship center. A flatscreen with scrolling announcements.  
- bulletin boards. Use them but modernize look and focus content  
- the parlor. I believe you have a plan for redesign, for a coffee bar. Great! 
- the chancel. It is “immovable” and impedes the choir, and we cannot see the organist. 

Also there is not enough space there for a new service and equipment.  
- seating, and color scheme. Flexible, modern chairs with coffee holders, possibly light 

gray walls and no center aisle for a modern feel. Google new church spaces to see 
worship space set up and seating. You will not see pews or a center aisle.  

- technology. Consider flatscreens on each side of the cross and one on each side of the 
room half way back. Updating and upgrading the projection system is a must.   

• Consider transforming a room near the worship center into a prayer chapel with a flat 
screen in it and the service on it, staffed with prayer ministers during worship.  

• A cry room would be great if you find your mission field has young children that might be in 
worship with their parents. Same with a room for nursing mothers. Each would have a 
flatscreen in it with the service on it.  
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Observations and insights about first impressions impact both existing and emerging 
worship. High quality, modern and content rich will matter to your target population.  

ACTS OF WELCOMING / HOSPITALITY 
• On the way to the building. Most churches need more signage they put up Sunday 

morning and take down after worship has ended. It is someone’s volunteer position (who 
has a truck!) This ministry falls under Hospitality. Signs can be realtor signs. They have the 
word CHURCH in yellow and the background is brownish red. There is a yellow arrow 
pointing to the direction to turn; or if you go straight the arrow points up. There should be 
enough signs to follow to get to the parking lot entrance of the church. 

- Do a drive around your area and discern the major traffic flow from main streets to the 
front of the building.  

- You might have two routes, eg.  
- Check out dirtcheapsigns.com  

• From the parking lot into the primary entrance. You have many doors and it is confusing 
for a new person for where to park and enter. I believe your facilities task force chairperson 
Tim has selected the entrance right by the worship space. That’s a good choice.  

- Parking lot greeters are awesome for a growing church. They report to the Hospitality 
coordinator. Two per Sunday per service. It is the first smile a person receives. Help 
people park closest to the door where you want them to enter.  

- Also have signs that show people where to park. Like the CHURCH signs, but instead of 
the word CHURCH, put the word PARK, and the same color scheme as the church signs.  

- If you find that people must park too far away from the main door as you grow, think 
creatively about ways to help them park their car and get them to the door. Valet? 

• Greeters, Connectors, Coffee and making one’s way into the worship space  
- In growing churches it is common to see two women as door greeters. There is evidence 

that both men and women are put off by the male image of the church that has pushed 
evangelism and other areas. To develop greeters, you may wish to consider how new 
people respond to seeing men at the door, versus women, and recruit accordingly.  

- Connectors are men and women of different ages that know how to talk to new people. 
They recognize when a new person wants to engage quickly or needs space. You need 1 
for about every 30 or 40 people in worship.  

- Ushers are kind of an old wineskin. New people do not need help finding a place to sit. 
Nardin Park ushers in particular give your existing service a very formal look, and a bit 
austere. If you want to keep the role of usher active, you might need to change the dress 
code and do some training for how to welcome new people.  

- Coffee should be local or popular brand; take into worship with seats to hold cups. 
Hospitality is BEFORE worship; you do not need food. Inviting people back for more 
coffee to learn more about the church opens hospitality to after worship too. If you have 
a coffee bar consider selling bagels and cookies (inexpensively). Pay the barista? He or 
she stocks the food bar and makes sure you have other supplies.  
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KIDS 
• Curriculum 

- Orange is a very popular curriculum that is thematic and has a family component to it. 
Check with Michael Morley at Cokesbury to find the UM version.  

- Popular and educational programs that engage kids usually involve video and are 
somewhat plug and play, making it much easier to get volunteers to help lead.  

- Paying attention to trends in kids’ ministries is helpful because of the importance of this 
ministry area. Look to Embrace, Sioux Falls SD; The Gathering, St. Louis (both UMC).  

• Volunteers v. Paid Staff 
- An emerging trend I have observed is to pay Sunday morning kid workers from 0 to 5;  

get volunteers from 6 to 10; from 11 and up they are in worship the entire service 
(because they can behave and also listen to and absorb some of the sermon).  

- Developing your volunteer rotation will improve with excellent curriculum and online 
worship options.  

• Location in your building and decor 
- Safety is a critical discussion for kids. You need a very strong check in system and a way 

to reach parents during worship.  
- I have heard that police recommend having kids’ areas further back in the church 

because it’s safer.  
- Most kids’ areas in churches are dark and foreboding. Look at Pinterest for ideas on how 

to decorate and create thematic and impactful art that draws kids, even if the kids’ area is 
not the first thing they see in your church.  

MUSIC and CHOIR 
Kyle Webber knows what music to select. He is very accomplished and he is paying attention 
to larger churches that have traditional and modern worship so he has new and emerging 
ideas for development. I did feel that your service was more “theatrical” than “participative,” 
even though you had some participative elements. You do not have to give up the theatrical 
approach; but if you want to move into more engagement in worship, consider new worship 
orders (p.7), as well as working with a creative design team and sermon prep team.  
• Lowering the average age of the choir 

- Kyle has the talent and ability to meet new people and invite them to be part of the 
choir. That is going to impact you hugely! 

• Modernizing the look of the choir 
- New, modern robes or no robes.  

• Modernizing the style of the choir 
- Putting flat screens on the back wall for the choir to see words? Or memorizing songs as 

much as possible, even if they hold music. Heads up, engaged with people in seats  
• Seeing the choir, processing, becoming more traditional 

- The choir does not face out. In traditional worship, the choir is the up-front worship 
leader. We need to see their faces.  

- You may consider becoming even more traditional by processing, doing an introit, and 
including string instruments (or floutists, she was awesome).  
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WORSHIP ORDERS 
It is not required but instead sensible to create a worship order to use at both services. It is 
theological, missional and practical to find an order that works and stick to it most weeks.  

The style we discussed is ancient modern, which incorporates old and new for a sense of 
rootedness and modern relevance. A choir led service with modern robes and high end 
technology, or praise songs led by a band with liturgies and creeds are both examples.  

There is evidence of an ancient-modern style in your mission field, see page 3. It may be a 
niche for your church. If the worship orders between the two services are the same, the 
primary differences would be musical style, instrumentation, possibly video usage and 
spoken liturgies. Some ways to create an ancient-modern through worship flow include:  

• Offering can go before the message or after 
• Prayer responses to the message and assignments for the week are very important for 

deeper engagement for worshippers. EG, the dissolving of the “sin” in water. That is a great 
start. See next page for taking engagement to the next level, every week!  

• Baptisms can go at the end or before the message 

Option 1: Polished, choir or 
band led. 

Option 2: Liturgical one, band 
or choir led

Option 3: Liturgical two, band 
or choir led

Opening song Spoken Liturgy Song or hymn

Pastor Welcome Song or hymn Liturgy

Song or Hymn Creed Passing peace

Passing peace Song or hymn Song

Song or hymn Video / testimonial Lay person Welcome

Choir anthem / special music Lay-person Welcome Video

Video Video / scripture Special music / anthem

Message Message Message

Interactive prayer Interactive prayer Interactive prayer

Communion Communion Communion

Offering Offering offering

Assignment Assignment Assignment

Benediction / dismissal Benediction/ dismissal Benediction / dismissal
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III. ENGAGEMENT AND YOUR  
NUMERICAL AND SPIRITUAL GROWTH 

Doing whatever it takes to welcome new people in worship (Modernizing style and improving 
flow, plus building updates and upgrades and hospitality), will not automatically guarantee 
growth. Being engaged in the community, practicing invitation and creating an environment 
that helps people go spiritually deeper is also required. In our coaching toward the new 
service, we will address the following and find ways to implement for worship impact:  

• Teams and Systems. Area coordinators develop serving teams and rotation schedules. 
They train and develop their people and raise up more leaders.  
- Teams and work areas become places for new people to land 
- Small groups can be part of these areas of engagement  
- Spiritual gift inventories and Strengthsfinders and other personality profiles can help 

those who want to follow Jesus get there and learn new ways of serving 

• Raising up Spiritual Leaders. The goal is to produce more disciples who make more 
disciples. Area coordinators make room for people of various levels of commitment but 
spend more time with those that are more serious about spiritual growth.  
- Discipleship processes help 
- Worship design and sermon prep teams are part of discipleship processes and help 

instill a desire to grow in our faith in your systems and in worship per se.  

• What happens after the sermon. Growing churches are making more room for prayer, but 
not just pastoral prayers. Prayers that people in seats are actively engaged in and where 
they learn to pray and use their own voice to reach God; where they learn to intercede for 
others; where they learn to confess, though in modern ways. The best opportunity to take a 
person in seats deeper in their journey is after they’ve heard God’s Word.  
- There are different ways to do interactive prayer 
- Creative teams can find a variety of expressions for spiritual engagement 
- Modern style confession is very important for any emerging mission field 

• What happens during the week. Giving people an assignment helps them implement 
what you have discussed in your message.  
- Assignments are carried out on FB, in small groups, in blogs, and any place where 

people can interact with one another and learn from watching and hearing what others 
are considering and wrestling with 

• Outreach and invitation. This is a new approach for most churches. It will be the driving 
force behind new service development.  
- As you get to know your mission field better and personally, it will impact worship 

development, style and content, and system and team development 
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IV. JOB DESCRIPTIONS 
Ways to think about area coordinators and directors for worship areas, for just your new 
service (although in your case some of these people may be involved in both services; you 
will find that most of these work areas will be overarching for the entire Sunday experience).  

Venue Pastor / Point Person for the new service 
Reports to the Lead Pastor of the church, about 20 hours per week, paid position. Recruits the 
initial launch team from the church. Grows the launch team to over 100 during the 9 to 18 
month launching cycle by training them in community engagement according to the training 
videos provide by REACH. Identifies and appoints people to develop various outreach areas, 
through invitation, networking and personal / relational activities in the mission field, also with 
the help of the Lead Pastor and leadership team. Does personal community engagement so 
as to become visible in the community and also recruits the lead pastor into some community 
engagement, as needed. Becomes a connecting point for new people and often serves as 
their pastor because of such close working relationships. Might also preach. Leads: 

• brainstorming for who and how the launch team can invite 
• planning for focus groups and recruits focus group leader 
• creating of large scale invitational events and finds people to manage and implement 
• organization of contact list of new people with admin 
• appointing of coordinators for some work areas, as per those identified by lead pastor 

When the new service launches, the launch team goes away, but the point person has 
become a leader for this group so stays on in that capacity helping build the service ongoing.  

Worship Director  
Reports to the Lead Pastor. 20 hours a week for one service. In your church’s case, this will be 
approximately 1/2 of Kyle’s job. For the new service (and the existing one) develops worship 
style, worship order, and people. For existing worship, grows the choir and lowers the 
average age, recruits and networks with musicians from inside and outside of the church to 
produce music appropriate for that venue. May build teams and also develop some others 
who might lead the choir from time to time. For the new service, finds and teaches music to 
band and congregation. Recruits paid and non-paid worship leaders and musicians (you 
need non-paid to grow, even if you pay some musicians too). May develop an audition 
system. Mentors and coaches other musicians toward personal spiritual growth through 
music and worship leadership. May also be a worship leader himself or herself in the style of 
modern worship, and uses that role to influence others into their own spiritual growth and use 
of their musical gifts for public worship leadership. Might oversee some other areas of 
leadership, like the worship service sound / video person. Must at least have a solid working 
relationship with the sound tech leader to get what is needed produce high quality music.  
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Musical Worship Leader 
Ushers members of the congregation into the presence of Christ through their own worship 
and musical up front leadership. May or may not be paid, depending on how you develop the 
role. About 5 hours per week if he or she only leads music / singing; if he or she develops 
other worship leaders, it may be more.  If you go this direction, this hire would be in addition 
to Kyle. Or it may be a volunteer position too.  

Electronics / Sound / Video 
Runs the sound and video for the worship service. Takes direction from the worship director 
and / or worship leader to produce the sound that facilitates worship. Also runs video and 
might be involved in producing videos and sometimes powerpoint. In a growing church, this 
is typically a paid position, starting with about 10 hours per week for two services depending 
on how much he or she does. If producing videos, it is probably closer to half time. This is a 
leadership position. This person should be running training for volunteers and recruiting 
volunteers to serve in this area as it is a key entry point in the life of the church for new 
people. Helps advise for and plan the budget for technology upgrades. If he or she does not 
report to the worship director, he or she might report to the venue pastor or the lead pastor, 
or perhaps the hospitality or small group director. The concept is that this position is a 
leadership position and he or she must have regular coaching and mentoring for raising up 
volunteers and developing systems, like any leadership position would.  

Worship Design Team / Point Person / Coordinator 
Recruits a team. Probably creative but has organizational skills and may not do any of the 
actual design work. Instead finds creative volunteers. Develops a flexible system for involving 
them. Uplifts quality and passion. Understands the mission field. Reports to the venue pastor, 
about 5 hours per week, typically not paid. In your church you will probably have two such 
teams. For the existing service, this person would report to the lead pastor. Video training 
available.  

Hospitality  
Typically not a paid position when managing one service. About 5 hours per week. This time 
doubles with two services. It is someone with good people skills and who understands the 
mission field. This person trains hospitality people and teaches often about culture so that 
hospitality servants can interact with new people in positive, encouraging and non-offensive 
ways. He or she also creates systems for volunteers. Oversees various areas for serving for the 
worship service, including: parking lot, door greeters, connectors, coffee. Holds up the values 
of hospitality in training, such as, greeters staying at their post for about 10 minutes after the 
start of the service; helping people to cars with umbrellas when raining; getting persons who 
have been detained acclimated and finding a seat without embarrassment. Raises up 
hospitality for the entire congregation. Can use Clip In by Jim Ozier as a resource for training.  
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Small Groups 
Often the point person for the new service develops this area for that service because 
the mission field is new and often unlike those attending the other service, so the 
systems might be different. If you a paid position and a gifted leader setting up this 
area as a discipleship process for the entire church, that is brilliant because you need 
that for your church. But he or she would work with the venue pastor to develop small 
groups and systems that work for the new service and emerging mission field. Your 
discipleship system is overarching for the entire church, however, usually. So the 
emerging mission field identity will influence communication.  

Prayer 
Develops a prayer ministry for the entire church that involves persons from both services to 
usher in prayer as a driving force for the church. Teaches about prayer, trains prayer ministers, 
often organizes prayer activities during and after public worship, may organize a rotation 
schedule for prayer ministers to serve during the service, especially for a prayer chapel. 
About 5 hours per week, not-paid. Video training available.  

Children, Nursery 
Probably at least 20 hours per week for two services, maybe full time with attendance of 400. 
Reports to the lead pastor. Develops the programming, helps set salaries for nursery workers 
and early childhood workers; recruits adults for Sunday School classes for kids. Researches 
and determines curriculum that is approved by the lead pastor, who typically sets the vision 
for what is needed for the mission field. May also be someone who spends time in the 
community with parents and their children, so as to invest in children and families and also 
create more networks for invitation.  

Communication 
This is a critical area for bringing along your congregation. Most of the time your SPR chair or 
Lay Leader or some combination work with you the lead pastor and the venue pastor to 
determine who, how much and what specifically you need to do to keep your congregation 
abreast of what you are doing. One thing to consider is that it will be important to do a public 
handoff to people like Susanna and others you’re hiring, perhaps commissioning, for their 
positions. Especially with Susanna, who grew up there. People will need to begin to see her in 
the new light of spiritual leader, even though she has been growing into that over time.  
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V. NEW SERVICE TIMELINE 
I have included a document called STEP UP TIME FRAME, which puts all activities on one 
page. The Step Up follows the sequence of the training videos and suggests that you add 
new people as you are training existing members. This time frame gives you a different 
approach, which may suit your context better. Train, then add, then launch.  

February through March. Recruit 20% of worship attendance for launch team, 40 
people.  
- The launch team is the group that grows numerically and takes on the work of the new 

project. It is comprised of 10 to 20% of your existing congregation and the rest new people 
- We grow the group to close to 100 so that launch is over 100. Larger numbers give greater 

sustainability. When the service launches, there is no more launch team 
- During this time frame, the project point person and the lead pastor will begin all the 

activities in the first column of the step up time frame, Sessions 1-2.  
  

• decision to be made: Gathering the whole group at once builds a certain momentum 
and energy. Gathering 5 to 10 per month gives initial launch team members some voice 
into who from your church is next to come on the team. Either way, you will be teaching 
networking and invitation and helping people grow the launch team over time with their 
friends that are not currently in your church.  You have time to get a large number of 
participants between now and your Launch Team Training kickoff OF MAY 1.  

• number of hours: The launch team should plan to spend about 2 - 3 hours per week in 
training and in developing community connections / networking / invitation. They will 
go through the first 6 videos together and then divide out into various work teams.  

• high commitment. It is important that you hold a high standard for participation, 
expecting as near perfect attendance to trainings as possible. Pray over your list of 
possibilities and tell people up front what the expectation is. Don’t ask them to “help 
out.” They will be taking ownership and the lead on many things. #rollupsleeves  

April thru July.  Train launch team members on sessions 3 - 10.  
- You can expose people to all the video content, and have discussions. There will be some 

fear about outreach and invitation practices. Safety in numbers. 
- We will do a few more demographic studies of various neighborhoods and focus groups 
- By September 30 we are certain of the who and have made decisions about new worship 

time, style, preaching topics and small group development 
- You may experiment with elbow activities and start planning splash events during this time.  
- Organize work teams and small groups.  
- Identify persons who can speak in front of the congregation during worship for updates 
- Discuss some pop-up services, see next heading.  

• What else is happening in the life of your church that impacts your timeline?  Put 
those on your list. Technology upgrades? Chancel remodel? Church holidays?  
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August thru November. Add new people, build teams, small groups, to 60 people 
- Add new people in small groups, work teams, through elbow and splash 
- Mobilize your launch team to develop a Christmas Eve service in your building or 

somewhere in the community; or some type of pre-Christmas worship experience. 
Experiment with preaching theme and design teams, social media marketing, possibly 
door hangers and advertising.  

- Use Halloween and Thanksgiving to get people to come to the service.  
- Start a couple small groups in October and do some elbow activities to meet new people 

in the neighborhood and form connections for invitation.  
- Run town hall meetings so church regulars can keep abreast of what is happening. Keep 

worship updates going. Expand use of social media.  
- Evaluate your process.  

• Adding new people to your group should be happening. Follow teaching for 
tracking new partners and inviting them to be part of your process. Winter 2020 
should see a 30% increase. Engage people in small groups and work teams.  

December: pop ups, add 10 to 20% new people, up to 70 
- perhaps Christmas Eve, and other places in the area.  
- Perhaps two 

JANUARY Pre-launch.  Previews, 2 to 4, 90 or more people 
- Gather 30% more people each time and involve them.  
- Keep up with town hall matings and regular communication to your congregation. Expand 

use of social media.  
- Evaluate.  

• Praying for and inviting one person. You have been instilling this principle all along. 
Now for the new service launch, during summer, focus that prayer and plan invitation 
tools.  

February 2020 . Launch, Each one Brings one, over 180  
- Get speakers and partners for your Launch Month 
- Promote, advertise and broadcast your launch month and well-known speakers  
- CELEBRATE 
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